In this rereading of Wilhelm Raabe's Zum wilden Mann (1874) 
It is not the perversions of others that render our homespaces dangerous. It is those ritualized, moralizing, "elevated", "innocent", pathological responses that grant purified self-definition to our "ordered worlds" by locating the "demon" in others and exorcizing them from our midst. even as it conserved Germany's better literature as national literature. While Reclam included a wide range of fiction in this series, many volumes of which corresponded more to ephemeral popular taste than to a program of Bildung, each thousandth publication constituted a special place of honor dedicated to "den führenden Schriftstellern der Zeit, den Lieblingen eines literarisch anspruchsvollen Publikums" ["the leading writers of the time, the darlings of an audience with literary pretension"].
3 When in 1910 Reclam celebrated the publication of the 5000th volume of the Universalbibliothek, Raabe counted himself, not without a show of pride, among the signatories. 4 This choice of text for Reclam's widely circulating series was a striking, even aggressive one, for, as has often been observed, Zum wilden Mann had met with criticism even from those otherwise disposed to praise Raabe's work. Wilhelm Jensen for one had asserted in a lengthy review of Raabe's entire oeuvre that Zum wilden Mann should be "polizeilich verboten" ["banned"]. 5 In his view and that of others, the piece presented a shockingly bleak and disparaging -and thus misguided -vision of humankind, inappropriate to better literature. Indeed, Zum wilden Mann violated contemporary expectations of the function of literature as affirming reality, as providing a picture of a harmonious world (Otto Ludwig's "poetic realism"), as offering Fontane's "humoristische Verklärung" ["humorous transfiguration"], even an ideal world. 6 The piece was, furthermore, difficult to read and thus hardly the stuff of popular consumption. The journalist Fritz Hartmann asked Raabe outright why he selected a work that could really only engage "an intellectual readership" for the mass distribution of the universal library. Raabe's blunt answer, "Weil sie zu meinen besten Sachen gehört" ["Because it's one of my best pieces"] (Ergänzungsband 4:242), 7 in turn led Raabe editor Hans Butzmann to conclude that quality alone determined Raabe's choice (11:480). While Butzmann may
